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ABSTRACT

1

Though photographs of real people are typically used to portray
personas, there is little research into the potential advantages or
disadvantages of using such images, relative to other image styles.
We conducted an experiment with 149 participants, testing the
efects of six diferent image styles on user perceptions and personality traits that are attributed to personas by the participants.
Results show that perceptions of clarity, completeness, consistency,
credibility, and empathy for a persona increase with picture realism.
Personas with more realistic pictures are also perceived as more
agreeable, open, and emotionally stable, with higher confdence
in these assessments. We also fnd evidence of the uncanny valley
efect, with realistic cartoon personas experiencing a decrease in
the user perception scores.

Personas are “fctitious, specifc, concrete representations of target
users” [4, p. 1] . A persona portrays a group of users who share
common characteristics, needs, and goals [49]. While representative
of a group of real users, a persona is depicted as one person who
embodies the central traits of the group of interest [21].
Most commonly, persona designers give this fctitious person
a face and a name, creating a representation known as a persona
profle [49]. The picture is considered integral to the persona profle
[23, 48]. In fact, the name and picture are the only consistent components of the standard persona set-up [51], as other information
may change based on the information needs of persona users. As
Adlin and Pruitt [4] point out, “Personas put a face on the user—a
memorable, engaging, and actionable image” (p. 11). André et al.
[9] argue that the picture of life-like characters attracts the user’s
attention, guides the user through the character profle, and conveys additional signals of its personality and emotions. In other
words, the picture is essential for evoking the persona as a real and
complete person [57].
However, it is not immediately clear if the picture alone changes
the persona perceptions of the end user. If so, then the picture is a
powerful attribute of the persona profle that deserves careful and
focused attention during the development of personas. The main
beneft is that pictures help make the persona more memorable [64],
as the user has a human-like visual cue for forming a perception of
a person [39]. Moreover, while pictures make personas more lively
and appealing [9], they also involve challenges.
The main challenge is that using a picture may reinforce users’
stereotypical thinking about the persona [50, 79]. Since a picture, especially a real photograph, tends to be rich in nuanced information,
such as skin tone, facial expression, emotion, eye and hair color,
apparel such as glasses, potential piercings or tattoos, background,
etc., all this information can contribute to stereotypical thinking
and reinforce the user’s pre-existing biases regarding gender, age,
or ethnicity [39].
Though previous research has discussed these benefts and challenges mostly at a general level [39, 50, 79], there is a notable
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Figure 1: Examples of diferent cartoon-style personas from the literature. These are generally outliers, as most persona profles tend to employ realistic photographs.
research gap in terms of what type or style pictures persona creators should use in their persona profles. The proliferation of different graphical styles in the felds of human-computer interaction (HCI) and human-robot interaction (HRI) concerning avatars
[1, 74, 75], robots [27, 28, 41, 73], and virtual agents, such as chatbots [15, 32, 76, 85], raises the picture as an important question for
persona design, as there are many graphical styles to choose from.
It is, therefore, not immediately apparent if real photographs or
other pictorial styles would be better suited for creating personas
that are credible, empathetic, complete, consistent, and clear, thus
complying with the suggested design criteria for holistic personas
[11, 13].
In the past, persona developers have mainly used real photographs [39, 62, 70] but also some cartoon-style images [45, 46, 64]
in persona profles (see Figure 1). The fndings of Nieters et al. [64]
imply that there is a belief among persona creators that “personas
are so successful only because they use the faces of real people”
(p. 1820). However, the reasoning for the choice of the picture is
typically not given, and it appears that most persona developers
tend to make the decision randomly [35] based on “hunch” or “what
they like” instead of validated knowledge. This issue is exacerbated
by the fact that there are very few empirical studies investigating
the impact of various persona picture styles on user perceptions.
Therefore, persona developers are left with unanswered questions such as: Is it better to use realistic or artifcial pictures in persona
profles? What type of picture should I attach to the persona? Does
the style of picture alter end-user perceptions? These are some of
the questions that motivate our research. Notably, our research
question is, How does the use of diferent image styles afect

the user perceptions of personas? We divide this question into
the following sub-questions:
• RQ1: Does picture realism increase positive user perceptions
of personas?
• RQ2: How does picture realism infuence users’ attribution
of personality traits to personas?
• RQ3: Is having any picture better than having no picture at
all?
• RQ4: Is there an uncanny valley efect associated with persona pictures?
To address these questions, we investigate the extent to which
the persona picture style (realistic to stylized) afects users’ (N = 149)
perceptions of the persona. The level of realism is a crucial design decision that afects the persona’s development efort. From the feld,
we observe that there are examples of persona systems using both
styles: realistic facial photographs (https://persona.qcri.org) and
cartoon-style pictures (https://www.socialbakers.com/platform/
audience-analysis.. Therefore, the fndings of this research will
advance theoretical knowledge in HCI about the efects of diferent pictorial styles on persona user perceptions. The fndings also
provide practical guidelines for HCI on how pictures should be implemented in persona templates, which matters for users deploying
personas in a number of domains.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Personas and Their Pictures
From a review of the literature, we fnd that two general approaches
– real photos and cartoon-style images – have been used in persona
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Figure 2: Picture styles from previous reviews of persona
profles. Real photographs appear dominant.

research, which are primarily summarized in two survey articles.
In a review of 31 studies, Salminen et al. [67] found that more than
half (n = 18 studies, 58.1%) had personas with a real facial picture,
and only a few studies (n = 4, 12.9%) had personas with cartoon
pictures. The rest (n = 9, 29.0%) had no pictures or used a diferent
visualization (e.g., a dendrogram of user clusters [40]). Nielsen et al.
[62] reviewed 47 persona profles in 12 persona casts, fnding that
10 casts (83.3%) used real photos, one used a blurred picture style,
and one had no picture at all. Figure 2 summarizes the results from
these previous reviews.
Although these reviews suggest that research articles seem to
predominantly use real photographs of people, we were able to
locate several examples of non-photorealistic graphic styles being
used for personas as well [14, 36, 43, 45, 73, 77]. Therefore, alternative picture styles exist, but there is no absolute consensus that the
images should be real photographs (or that there should be images
at all).
When there is a picture, persona user studies have found that
the persona picture does infuence user perceptions of the persona
[39, 46, 64, 70]. Users process pictures mutually with other persona
information, such as quotes, to form narratives, mental models,
and interpretations of the personas. For example, users can make
inferences about the persona’s personality based on the age and
race of the person in the picture [70].
Even though the picture matters, its impact on persona perceptions has not been thoroughly investigated, and the efect of pictures
remains largely anecdotal. Of the handful of studies focusing on
persona pictures, two apply eye tracking to investigate user reactions. First, Hill et al. [39] found that the use of multiple pictures
decreased gender stereotyping without decreasing the engagement
with the persona. Second, another user study [70] found that using
multiple pictures of the same person in diferent situations came
with the side-efect of confusion, as the end users tend to expect one
and not many persona pictures. These two studies – both using real
photographs – suggest that the picture afects how users perceive
the persona’s realism, perceived attitudes, social class, and so on.
The persona picture can either reinforce or mitigate pre-existing
beliefs depending on the other persona information and on the
biases of the user [39].
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There are two studies, to our knowledge, that compare persona
picture styles. First, Long [46] conducted a user study with nine
student teams to investigate the efects of using alternative persona
presentation styles and found that photographs were better than
illustrations. The study found that the group using personas with
real photographs remembered more details (M = 20.6) relative to
the group using personas with illustrations (M = 18.4). However,
this diference was not statistically signifcant. Long [46] mentions
explicitly that users of the sketch persona tended to give more
vague answers – for example, when asked about the persona’s age,
they gave an age range of 50–55, whereas the group using the persona with a real picture responded with a more exact age. Moreover,
Long argues that using illustrations “can lead to selective consideration of the persona characteristics” (p. 6), increasing the risk of
users attributing self-referential information to the persona. Finally,
the fndings by Long indicate a decreased empathy level for the
illustration, as well as a lower recollection of persona details after
time [46]. However, the study did not provide statistically signifcant support for these efects, so even though they are interesting,
the fndings must be considered anecdotal.
Second, contrary to Long’s fndings, Nieters et al. [64], in turn,
found that action fgure pictures increased the memorability of
the personas. Interestingly, the decision to use “fake pictures” was
met with resistance from the persona users (p. 1820), implying
that the use of non-realistic pictures reduces the realism of the
persona. However, the fndings of Nieters et al.’s study actually
indicated that, while the researchers found that participants spent
time joking about the action fgure personas, “more than two-thirds
of the responses were in favor of the action fgures [regarding
empathy, reputation, and interest]” (p. 1822). Nieters et al. found
that the action fgure personas build greater confdence about the
users than the human faces, while also resulting in better recall.
The fndings implied that action fgures were at least as memorable
as real faces and using the action fgure style did not decrease the
users’ ability to empathize with the personas. So, the takeaway
from this case study appears to be mixed concerning employing
non-realistic pictures.
As those of Long, the fndings of Nieters et al. are exploratory in
nature. The sample size is small, and statistical evidence was not
provided. Neither of the two studies presents statistically signifcant
fndings. Therefore, the critical question of the impact of persona
pictures remains unresolved. Typically, a decision is made to use
either realistic or unrealistic pictures based on the designer’s preferences or biases rather than on validated knowledge. To address
this gap, we conduct an empirical user study with diferent persona picture styles. We test various persona picture styles that are
crafted using theoretically sound premises. We gradually increase
the level of abstraction and evaluate the efects on user perceptions
of the personas with each diferent image style. We conduct detailed
statistical analysis to quantify the efects on user perceptions.

2.2

Evidence from Tangential Fields

Evidence in tangential felds (e.g., anthropomorphic agents, avatars,
creatures, synthetic actors, non-player characters, and embodied
conversational agents [66]) mostly supports increasing picture
realism for the design goal of like-like characters. However, it is
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Table 1: Study hypotheses, measures, and foundational theories. References for the adopted measures are shown – we made
minor changes to the original items to suit the study requirements. A 7-point Likert scale was deployed for all the statements
(Disagree strongly. . .Agree strongly).
Hypothesis
H1
H1a
H1b

High picture realism increases the. . .
clarity of the persona.
completeness of the persona.

H1c
H1d
H1e

consistency of the persona.
credibility of the persona.
empathy towards the persona.

H2
H2a

High picture realism increases the. . .
intensity of the personality traits that users
attribute to the personas.
users’ confdence in assessing the persona’s
personality.
Having some picture is better than no picture
at all – that is, personas with pictures score
higher on perceptions than personas
without pictures.

H2b
H3

Measures

Theory / Concept

“The information was easy to understand.” [72]
“The persona had enough information to
understand the people it describes.” [72]
“The information seemed consistent.” [72]
“The persona seemed like a real person.” [72]
“I felt I could understand the persona as a
human being.” [72]

Person perception [18]
Person perception [18]

Ten Item Personality Measure (TIPI) [33]

Theory of the mind [8]

“How confdent are you in your answers about
the persona’s personality?” [44]
T-tests on persona perceptions

Theory of the mind [8]

less agreed upon until which point the realism should be increased.
Various fndings are summarized below.
• McCloud and Manning [52] argue that picture stylization
tends to increase user interest and involvement. This is because when people interact with humanized agents, they
sustain a constant awareness of their own face, and this
mental image is often stylized. Thus, it is easier to identify
with a stylized character.
• McDonnell et al. [53] considered eleven types of visual styles
of virtual humans ranging from realistic to stylized. Their results showed that cartoon characters were considered highly
appealing and were rated as more pleasant and friendly than
characters with human appearance.
• Welch et al. [83] reported that pictorial realism increases
involvement and the sense of immersion in a virtual environment.
• Nowak and Biocca [65] found that when the virtual human’s
picture was more unusual and iconic (less anthropomorphic),
users experienced more presence than those interacting with
agents without a picture or with a highly anthropomorphic
picture.
• Investigating the presentation styles of animated pedagogical agents, Adamo-Villani et al. [3] found that the visual style
of an animated avatar had an efect on student engagement,
with the stylized avatar being perceived more engaging than
the realistic one.
Therefore, the evidence appears inconclusive. Persona studies
typically deploy realistic photographs, but tangential felds also
lend support for the use of other forms of pictorial styles. According to Prendinger and Ishizuka [66], the question of realism vs.
stylization is part of an on-going debate in HCI research, one that

Person perception [18]
Person perception [18]
Person perception [18]

Anthropomorphism [17]

“can eventually only be decided empirically with respect to specifc
application scenarios.” (p. 3).

3

HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

In line with previous research, Table 1 suggests hypotheses concerning the efects of persona picture styles on user perceptions.
The underlying notion of the hypotheses is the assumption that the
realistic picture will have mostly positive efects on user perceptions
of the persona, as the persona is intended to be a “real” person.
From this construct, we defne high picture realism as an accurate
representation of a real person in an image. In contrast, low picture
realism is an abstract representation evoking a notion of a person.
The essential concepts and theoretical rationale for the hypotheses are clarifed in the following.
Justifcation for H1a-e: Person perception is a concept that implies individuals applying the same social norms to personas as they
do to humans, suggesting that social psychology concepts are applicable to users’ interactions with personas [25] as persona perceptions
[50]. It is logical to presume that the pictorial style can infuence
user perceptions. We investigate the following perceptions based
on their relevance to personas:
• clarity (the persona profle needs to be easy to understand),
• completeness (there needs to be adequate information to
evaluate the persona),
• credibility (the information must appear trustworthy),
• consistency (the information should not be conficting), and
• empathy (the user needs to be able to relate to the persona)
[72].
Evidence in tangential felds – avatars, virtual agents, synthetic
actors, non-player characters, creatures, and embodied conversational agents [66] – mostly supports the use of realistic pictures, as
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Table 2: Stylizations’ spectrum of realism.
Spectrum of Realism
High Realism

Stylization
real photo (RP)
realistic cartoon (RC)
human cartoon (HC)
symbolic cartoon (SC)
silhouette (SL)
gender-neutral silhouette (GN)

Low Realism

no picture (NP)

higher pictorial realism is associated with more positive user perceptions [32] [52] [53] [83] [65]. In particular, anthropomorphism
refers to the degree to which a non-human agent exhibits human
attributes [25]. An important notion is that there are degrees of anthropomorphism; a robot, for example, can appear less human-like
or more human-like. Typically, varying the degree of humanness
of non-human entities is thought to have efects on user perceptions [56]. Therefore, when manipulating the realism of the persona
picture, we presume there are positive efects on user perceptions:
that is, increasing pictorial realism increases perception scores. Essentially, higher scores indicate more positive perceptions that are
associated with more meaningful engagement with the persona.
Justifcation for H2a-b: We expect that picture realism is positively associated with the users’ ability to do mental modeling
of the persona [34] and, therefore, being able to more confdently
evaluate the persona’s personality. The mental modeling typically
attributed to personas is grounded in the theory of the mind [8],
according to which individuals are able to attribute mental states —
desires, beliefs, emotions, intents, etc. — to oneself and to others.
Therefore, “theory of mind is necessary to understand that others
have beliefs, desires, intentions, and perspectives that are diferent from one’s own” [84, p. na]. This ability is, according to our
expectations, associated with the persona’s picture realism.
We also expect that the use of realistic pictures will result in a
stronger imprinting of personality traits attributed to the persona,
thereby intensifying its assessment. Note that in H2a, “intensity”
refers to either higher or lower scores: a user can think a persona
is either very little or very much an extravert, and both of these
assessments would be considered intense opinions.
In general, personality traits play a central role in the holistic
view of the persona [11, 13] which essentially postulates that personality traits enhance designers’ ability to make use of personas
by providing a richer profle [10]. This is compatible with Grudin’s
[34] idea that human personality traits are attributed to personas
and Nielsen’s [61] concept of rounded personas that contain all the
necessary information for wholesome design activities [10]. Anvari
et al. [12] fnd that personas with personality traits are useful for
the elicitation of design features and reduce the need for human
participation in design activities.
Justifcation for H3: Having no image tends to result in a lower
perception of social presence [65]. Prendinger and Ishizuka [66]

Description
full information and human features with no abstraction
cartoon-like abstraction but still mostly realistic
cartoon-like abstraction that represents a person but not in a
realistic style
cartoon-like abstraction that represents a person with race
and gender but has no face or display of emotions
portrait that indicates gender but with no race or face
portrait picture that communicates no gender, only that the
person is human
no picture or no graphical indication of a person
argue that while researchers typically follow the realistic approach
when creating virtual humans, it is uncertain if the life-likeness in
artifcially created characters can best be achieved through realism
or stylization. More specifcally, there are examples in the literature
of personas accompanied by only a text description but no picture
[16, 31]. Although the fndings in tangential felds seem to generally indicate that a picture (of some type) is desirable, it remains
worthwhile to investigate if this holds for personas.

4 METHOD
4.1 Experimental Design
Conceptualization: One way to understand the concept of incremental realism is Milgram’s Reality-Virtuality Continuum [55]
that aims to encompass the composition and variation of real and
virtual entities. The scale extends from completely virtual to completely real. Similarly, Ablanedo et al. [1] propose a continuum of
realistic-simplifed-exaggerated-symbolic for character stylization.
We borrow from these two frameworks the idea that there is a range
of abstraction from less to more realistic for human-like characters.
Applying this principle, we constructed a set of visual imagery that
incrementally increases the reality of the persona’s facial picture.
In human-like character design, pictorial style refers to the degree to which the picture is simplifed and reduced [2]. In general,
stylization is defned as “the act of representing an object in a
non-natural form” [1]. Diferent levels of stylization include iconic,
simple, stylized, and realistic [2]. We applied stylization to make the
personas appear less and more realistic in terms of their pictorial
style, using six techniques (see Table 2).
Operationalization: We present the participants (discussed below) with personas whose pictures have a varying degree of stylistic
representation (see Table 3). Therefore, the experiment has six picture styles and one non-picture variant for three personas, resulting
in 7 × 3 = 21 treatments. Each participant sees each of the three
personas in one of the seven styles; an individual participant sees
three diferent personas with three diferent picture styles. For each
persona, only the picture is changed according to the tested manipulation – the other persona profle information is the same. For the
non-picture treatment, two screen elements (text description and
audience size) are shifted upward to avoid an awkward-looking
design.
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Table 3: Experiment characteristics. The treatments are gradually stripping away visual details.
Treatment
Face (eyes,
mouth)

Emotions

✓
✓
✓
-

✓
✓
✓
-

Real photo (RP)
Realistic cartoon (RC)
Human-like cartoon (HC)
Symbolic cartoon (SC)
Silhouette portrait (SL)
Gender-neutral portrait (GN)
No picture (NP)

The picture communicates . . .
Apparel (e.g.,
Race
glasses)
✓
✓
✓
-

✓
✓
✓
✓
-

Gender

Background

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
-

✓
-

Figure 3: Example treatments. All of the twenty-one treatments are shown in full size in the Supplementary Material
(https://www.dropbox.com/s/gk9qpd1jvena9xp/Supplementary%20Material_c.zip?dl=0). All of the other information was kept
constant except for the picture, which was changed according to the manipulations.
To mitigate the learning efect (participants’ behavior changing
based on the persona they previously saw), the order of the personas and picture types was random. Furthermore, we built a fow
in Qualtrics that ensured each persona-picture type combination received an approximately equal number of participants. Overall, this
design (randomized counterbalancing) mitigates learning efects.

4.2

Creation of Treatments

The personas were generated using an automatic persona generation system, reported in [6, 7]. The data used for the persona
generation originates from an international news and media channel. The data was collected via the YouTube Analytics API and
processed using the persona generation system. Three personas
were picked from the generated set of ten personas: one Asian male,
one African-American female, and one Caucasian-American male
(see Figure 3). These personas were chosen to increase the racial
diversity of the tested personas and to allow us to compare if the
observed efects were consistent across the personas.
The only changes made to the three chosen personas were the
manipulations of the profle image. All other information in the
persona profles was kept constant. By default, the persona system
selects a real photograph that is age, gender, and country appropriate. Through searching online photo banks, we secured a set of
pictures that corresponded to the baseline photograph and had a

varying degree of realism. We then worked together with a professional photo re-toucher to ensure that the picture versions of a
persona had a matching skin tone, hair color and style, and clothing
color (see Figure 4), as much as possible.
The RC versions were created by a cartoon artist to correspond
with the RP. The HC and SC versions were picked from online
photo banks to resemble the original photos by gender, age, and
ethnicity, and then further edited. These were stylized versions of
the persona. As Adamo et al. [2] point out, “a stylized character
often presents exaggerated proportions, such as a large head and
large eyes, and simplifed painted textures” (p. 11). From a design
perspective, HC and SC apply visual concision, which is defned
as “the reduction of detail through an economy of line and form –
while retaining . . . the ‘essence’ of the thing represented” [38] (p.
6).
SL and GN represent abstracted, minimal forms. They are symbolic of their visual realization of the persona. A persona typically
has a gender and age, but this information can be made more salient
or less salient. From SL, the gender of the persona can be inferred.
From GN, it cannot. The GN image was included to counter the
gendered pictures in other treatments. The picture was selected
from the Noun Project (https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=user.,
based on a recommendation on the UX StackExchange discussion
forum [81].
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Figure 4: Persona pictures used in the study on Milgram’s Virtuality-Reality Continuum [55].
Overall, the treatments represent the persona in varying degrees
of human-likeness. Theoretically, the treatments perform gradual
abstraction, slowly removing visual cues and information from the
persona. RP has the most information and the least abstraction. The
RC loses some of the detail, like photorealism and the background.
The HC loses some more fnesse in facial details. The SC loses the
face and, with the face, the portrayal of emotions. The SL loses
race but retains gender. Finally, the GN placeholder picture has no
gender, indicating only that the person is human.

4.3

Picture Testing and Revising

Before their implementation into the persona profles, the pictures
were pilot-tested among the research team, where feedback was
given on their consistency and suitability to the sought-after range
of realism. We had three people within the team, all with extensive experience with personas. Since the treatments were mainly
the responsibility of one of the researchers, the feedback from
the others was considered useful, as they could ofer “uncontaminated” perspectives regarding the picture validity. The pilot testing
highlighted the interaction among the images’ details and level
of realism, in that we could not keep every element the same. As
an example, hairstyles in RP lose their ethnic association as realism decreases, and abstraction increases, as does emotional facial
expressions. There are similar issues with background and stock
photo efects. This pilot testing led to further iterations to improve
the match among the diferent versions of the same persona (e.g.,
adjustments of skin tone and hair color). In the end, the pilot testing
resulted in an acceptable set of treatments for investigating our research objectives. After the satisfactory creation of the images, they
were implemented into the persona templates, using image-editing
software and leaving all other information intact, apart from the
image. Thus, the treatments were ready, and we proceeded to data
collection.

4.4

Data Collection

We recruited participants from Prolifc, an online survey platform
that has been used for data collection in previous persona experiments [68, 71]. Data collection was carried out in July 2020.

We applied several measures to ensure the quality of the responses. First, the approval ratings of the participants needed to be
at least 90% for them to be eligible. Second, we inserted six attention checks in unexpected places of the survey (e.g., “Please choose
slightly agree”). Third, to ensure that the participants truly comprehended the concept of persona, we devised a persona understanding
test, which had three statements: “Personas are not real people, they
are fctitious” [correct answer: yes]; “Personas describe a group of
people that are similar (e.g., customers, users)” [yes]; “Personas are
profles of real people” [no]. The participants had to answer at least
two (out of three) statements correctly to qualify. This was crucial,
as we only wanted to include participants who properly understood
the concept of personas.
In total, seven participants (2.8%) failed one of the six attentioncheck questions. We discarded these responses from the data due
to validity concerns. We also discarded those participants who did
not pass the persona-understanding test (n = 96, 38.1%) – i.e., those
who failed to answer correctly at least two of the three statements
about personas. The remaining 149 participants (59.1%) passed the
attention checks and the persona-understanding test and were thus
considered eligible for the study. We presume that the discard rate
is due to the candidates not properly understanding the concept of
persona.
Among the qualifed participants, half were female (n = 74, 49.7%).
The average age of the participants was 32.7 years (SD = 5.9). Most
of the participants were from the United Kingdom (n = 101, 67.8%).
Thirty-six (24.2%) were from the United States, and the rest (8.1%)
were from various other countries. Fifty-three (35.6%) worked in
management positions, 87 (58.4%) identifed as workers, and 9 (6.0%)
classifed their job roles as “other.” Thirty-three (22.1%) indicated
that they had previously used personas in their jobs.
The study followed a mixed within-subject 7 × 3 design, where
all participants saw all three personas sequentially, each in diferent pictorial style, answering statements in between. The survey
software (Qualtrics) was used to randomly assign participants to
each persona picture type, using the platform’s even-assignment
function. This procedure mitigated order efects by ensuring that
there was an approximately even number of participants assigned
randomly for each treatment.
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4.5

Walkthrough of Survey Flow

Introduction: The participants were frst introduced to the study.
It was made clear that participation was voluntary, and they could
withdraw at any time. This was followed by an explanation of the
concept of persona (“Personas are fctitious characters that describe
a group of real users”). Prior to the persona understanding test,
the participants were also shown an example persona with each
information element defned as “speech bubbles” (see the Supplementary Material (https://www.dropbox.com/s/gk9qpd1jvena9xp/
Supplementary%20Material_c.zip?dl=0)).
Persona Understanding Test: It was made clear to the participants that, even though the personas were fctitious, the personas
they were about to see were based on real online user data. The
participants were then tested for their understanding of the concept of persona. After this, they were asked to review each persona
carefully, as they would not be able to return to the persona profle
after reviewing it.
(Persona → PPS & TIPI) x 3: After reviewing each persona,
the participants flled in two questionnaires. First, for persona perceptions, we deployed the Persona Perception Scale (PPS) [72],
using the key items from dimensions of Empathy, Completeness,
Clarity, Consistency, and Credibility. This scale has been deployed
in several previous persona user experiments [68, 69, 71] The dimensions were chosen based on their compatibility with the hypotheses.
Second, for the task of evaluating the persona’s personality, we
deployed the Ten Item Personality Measure (TIPI), which is a
10-item scale of the Big Five personality traits [33]. TIPI has been
widely deployed in psychological studies, with more than 6,800
citations at the time of the study (Google Scholar). We also chose
TIPI because the statements are easy to understand by laymen, and
the survey is quick to complete [33], making it suitable for user
studies. TIPI has also been used in previous research to operationalize personas’ personality traits [10, 12]. Therefore, the TIPI scale
was used due to its commonness and ease of statement completion
by non-psychology experts while simultaneously providing valid
assessments of personality [33]. The defnitions of the Big Five
traits are [5]:
• Agreeable (AGR): Compassionate, cooperative, generous,
helpful, kind, nurturing, sympathetic. These individuals are
generally optimistic and trusting of others.
• Conscientious (CON): Efcient, hardworking, organized,
persevering, responsible, self-disciplined. These individuals
tend to be reliable and focused on achieving and planning
for the future.
• Emotionally stable (EMS): Calm, relaxed, self-confdent.
Emotionally stable individuals are not moody or tense, and
they are not easily tipped into experiencing negative emotions.
• Extravert (EXT): Active, amicable, assertive, energetic, enthusiastic, outgoing, talkative. These individuals are friendly
and draw inspiration from social situations.
• Open (OPE): Artistic, creative, curious, deep, intelligent,
imaginative, open-minded, refective. Open individuals tend
to appreciate diverse views, ideas, and experiences.
These defnitions were not shown to the participants, as they
are not required for assessing the personality traits, which is done
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by calculating the score of each trait from the statements posed
to the participants. TIPI is usually administered as a form of selfevaluation. However, here we wanted the participants to evaluate the personality of the personas. Therefore, we transformed
Gosling’s statement of “I see myself as ...” into “The persona seemed
like ...” The scores were processed using the instructions given by
Gosling [33] to obtain the fnal personality ratings.
Background information and End: On average, the participants spent 15.64 minutes to complete the survey (SD=9.27). They
were fnancially compensated with a reward of £2.00 per answer,
corresponding to an hourly rate of £8.00, roughly equal to the UK
hourly minimum wage of £8.21 for those above the age of 25 (statistic from 2019 [80]). Each participant could only participate once,
which was ensured by the IP fltering function of Qualtrics.

4.6

Data Processing and Analysis

The responses were exported from the data collection platform. For
the analysis, the dataset was transposed so that each observation
consisted of an interaction between a participant and a persona. As
such, each participant yielded three observations. For each observation, the following variables were created: Treatment, indicating
which treatment was assigned to that interaction; Persona, indicating which persona was assigned to that interaction; and Picture
realism, the participant-rated realism of the persona’s picture. Variables indicating the participant’s Gender and Age were also created.
Two additional variables were created – Emotion, a dichotomous
dummy indicating whether the persona expressed emotion or not,
and First Impression, which denoted whether the user’s frst impression of the persona was positive, negative, or neutral.
The hypotheses were tested using General Linear Modelling
(GLM) [54] unless otherwise mentioned. GLM is a linear-regression
based model where multiple predictors are included, using a combination of fxed factors and continuous variables (covariates), and
multiple response variables are also included. Gender, Treatment,
and Persona were included in the model as fxed factors coded as
dummy variables, while Age and Picture realism were entered as
covariates [37]. For Gender, the reference category was “Male”; for
Treatment, it was “No Picture”; and for Persona, “Chris” was used.

5 RESULTS
5.1 RQ1: Does Picture Realism Increase
Positive User Perceptions of Personas?
For this research question, we tested the hypotheses of realism’s positive impact on persona perceptions. H1a – H1e were all supported
(see the Supplementary Material (https://www.dropbox.com/s/
gk9qpd1jvena9xp/Supplementary%20Material_c.zip?dl=0) for full
statistical results). Figure 5 shows the perception scores for the
diferent treatments. After controlling for gender, age, treatment assignment, and persona assignment, the evidence indicates support
for H1.
H1a is fully supported; High picture realism increases the clarity
of the persona (B = 0.121, p < 0.001).
H1b is fully supported; High picture realism increases the
completeness of the persona (B = 0.213, p < 0.001).
H1c is fully supported; High picture realism increases the
consistency of the persona (B = 0.130, p < 0.001).
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Figure 5: Perception Scores for diferent treatments. The Y-axis indicates the score. Non-photo treatment is highlighted in
red, the highest value in green. Error bars indicate standard errors. The scores indicate that the best picture style for most
perceptions is Real Picture (four highest scores), followed by Human-Like Cartoon (one highest score).

Figure 6: Personality ratings given by the participants to the personas. Green indicates a higher, red a lower mean score.
H1d is fully supported; High picture realism increases the
credibility of the persona (B = 0.313, p < 0.001).
H1e is fully supported; High picture realism increases users’
empathy toward the persona (B = 0.307, p < 0.001).

5.2

RQ2: How Does Picture Realism Infuence
Users’ Attribution of Personality Traits to
Personas?

To address this question, we investigate the Big Five personality
traits attributed to the personas by the participants. The personality
ratings (see Figure 6) yield interesting fndings about how users
rate the personality of personas and how their personality trait
attribution is infuenced by the pictures. The results indicate, for
example, that Agung is generally perceived as less extraverted.
Chris is generally perceived as less agreeable and conscientious.
The emotional stability and openness of Agung drastically decrease
when removing a picture that shows race and gender.
Statistically signifcant efects were calculated based on the average standardized scores (z-scores), where the baseline of zero
represents the average score for the given personality trait in the

whole data – we consider this as the norm for comparison [78]. Calculations show that Agung’s agreeableness (Z = -0.64, t(142) = -2.77,
p = 0.042), conscientiousness (Z = -0.6, t(142) = -2.72, p = 0.026),
and emotional stability (Z = -0.71, t(142) = -3.17, p = 0.013) were
signifcantly lower with GN compared to the overall population
average.
In turn, Agung’s conscientiousness was signifcantly higher
when the RP style was used (Z = 0.63) compared to the overall
average of the population, t(142) = 3.08, p = 0.017. For Chris,
extraversion was signifcantly higher with RC style compared to
the overall average of the population (Z = 0.69, t(142) = 3.16, p =
0.013), and conscientiousness was signifcantly lower with RP (Z =
-0.68, t(142) = -3.07, p = 0.018). None of the diferences for Ashley
were signifcant. Figure 7 shows the personality rating deviations
for each persona.
Overall, signifcant and positive efects were found regarding
high picture realism and perceptions of agreeableness (B = 0.109, p
< 0.001), emotional stability (B = 0.069, p < 0.001), and openness (B
= 0.103, p < 0.001), but no statistically signifcant efect was found
for extraversion (B = −0.027, p = 0.308) or conscientiousness (B =
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Figure 7: Big Five personality traits across picture styles. Points represent the persona-adjusted average z-scores. The zero value
represents the overall population average. Labels represent p values after correction for false discovery rate. Only p values
< 0.05 are shown. Full-size graphs are provided in Supplementary Material (https://www.dropbox.com/s/gk9qpd1jvena9xp/
Supplementary%20Material_c.zip?dl=0).
0.049, p = 0.079). As such, H2a is partially supported, as three out
of fve personality traits increase with picture realism. Thus, high
picture realism increases the intensity of personality attribution for
agreeableness, emotional stability, and openness. These traits increase with picture realism, but conscientiousness and extraversion
do not. Moreover, the results show that picture realism is positively
associated with the users’ confdence in assessing the persona’s personality (B = 0.080, p < 0.001). Thus, H2b is fully supported: Picture
realism increases the users’ confdence in assessing the persona’s
personality.

5.3

RQ3: Is Having Any Picture Better than
Having No Picture at All?

This RQ, and the associated H3, was addressed using t-tests, where
we compared the means of all the picture treatments against the
means of the non-picture treatments and expected the picture treatments to score higher than non-picture treatments. We chose to
compare the means of all picture variations to the non-picture variation because of the question formulation (‘any picture’ implies
that a comparison against the means of all is suitable). Although the
scores for personas with pictures were generally higher, the results
show that there is no signifcant diference among the means of
picture versus non-picture treatments for neither clarity (M = 5.50
vs. M = 5.44, respectively), t(445) = −0.38, p = 0.702; completeness
(M = 4.89 vs. M = 4.59), t(445) = −1.76, p = 0.079; consistency (M =
5.42 vs. M = 5.49), t(445) = 0.47, p = 0.641; credibility (M = 5.11 vs.
M = 5.01), t(445) = −0.52, p = 0.605; nor empathy (M = 4.89 vs. M
= 4.73), t(445)= −0.84, p = 0.400.
When comparing personas with RP to personas with no picture,
the results show signifcant diferences for completeness (t(131)
= 2.640, p < 0.01; M = 5.11 vs. M = 4.49, respectively), credibility
(t(131) = 4.262, p < 0.001; M = 5.86 vs. 5.04), and empathy (t(131) =
2.545, p < 0.05; M = 5.32 vs. M = 4.71), but not for clarity (t(131) =

1.822, p = 0.071; M = 5.75 vs. M = 5.40) or consistency (t(131) = 0.563,
p = 0.575; M = 5.56 vs. M = 5.46). Additionally, when comparing
personas with RC to personas with no picture, the results show no
signifcant diferences for any of the persona perceptions.
Therefore, H3 is not supported; Having some picture is not better than no picture at all – personas with any picture do not have
higher perception scores than personas without pictures, but only
real pictures show statistically signifcant changes in the user perceptions.

5.4

RQ4: Is There an Uncanny Valley Efect
Associated with Persona Pictures?

Mori introduced the concept of the uncanny valley in 1970 [56] after
observing that as the appearances of robots became more humanlike, they appeared more appealing – but as the robots became very
close to being realistic, people found the small imperfections in
them disturbing. In design, the uncanny valley is often considered
as the hypothesized relationship between an entity’s resemblance
to a human being (realism) and the users’ emotional responses to
the entity.
Aligned with this notion, Figure 8a illustrates a non-linear trend
on the macro-average of all persona perception scores. The perception scores generally increase (from right to left), but before RP,
there is a noticeable drop taking place at RC. RC aims to mimic the
texture and facial details of RP while not being a real photograph.
As the uncanny valley hypothesis suggests, pictures that get “too
close” to reality without being real are not considered optimal for
user perceptions.
Another indication of the uncanny valley efect is the exception of SC from the pattern observed in Figure 8b, where SC (cartoon without a face) is considered as less realistic than SL (the
mere silhouette picture). Spearman’s correlation coefcient quantitatively shows the non-linearity between the rank of the picture
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Figure 8: Uncanny valley of persona pictures. (a) The macro average (i.e., the aggregated mean score across all tested perceptions) increases going from the right (less realistic) to the left (more realistic) but shows a sudden drop for RC (green bar),
which is the realistic cartoon picture. Also, interestingly, the GN picture (red bar) scores lower on the perceptions than having
no picture at all. (b) Another sign of uncanny valley is observed in the sense that SL (grey bar), which adds detail such as
clothes, hair, and race (but not a face), is perceived as less realistic than the mere silhouette profle picture.
realism and the rank of the perceptions (macro-average), which is
ρ = 0.600 (i.e., a strong but not perfect relationship).

5.5

Qualitative Analysis of the Open Answers

The data for the qualitative analysis was from a free form question
the participants were asked after seeing the persona (“Describe
your frst impression of the persona.”). These answers were stored
in a spreadsheet. All the open answers (n = 447) were read by one
of the researchers to identify mentions of pictures or appearance.
Twenty-two (4.9%) responses included such mentions. We did not
specifcally organize the answers to themes. Instead, we refected
their meaning, on one hand, for the obtained quantitative results
and, on the other hand, for our previous knowledge on persona
perceptions (e.g., stereotyping [79] and stock photo efect [68]).
This was followed by writing up the obtained insights and giving
supportive quotations.
Only a small fraction of the open answers (n = 22, 4.9%) referred
to the persona’s picture when asked to describe their frst impression of the persona. This is interesting because even though the
picture had statistically signifcant efects on the perception of the
personas, the participants rarely made a vocal note of that. Thus,
it appears the picture’s efect is either subconscious or at least not
articulated as the most infuential information when asked. It is
possible that some participants did not want to appear “superfcial,”
judging the persona based on the picture, even though their quantitative evaluations were afected by the picture. Most commonly,
the participants referred to the persona’s quotes and interests as
the basis of forming their frst impression. Those that referred
to pictures did seem to assert some stereotypes based on the pictures. These stereotypes were attributed to the persona’s political
stance:
• “Picture was frst thing I saw, and impression was a liberal
working in IT/engineering or a philosopher who is antiwar. This was reinforced by the info/blurb though surprised
they worked in production feld [sic]” (Comment 393 on
Chris-RP, emphasis by us).

• “Seeing this personas profle describes the persona as a
warm liberal person. That was my frst impression.” (Comment 411 on Chris-SC, emphasis by us)
In the case of Agung, where the picture presented a person with
glasses and a computer, some comments considered the persona as
“geeky”:
• “The persona seems a passionate character that like [sic]
matters arising from political crisis and also seems nerdy.”
(Comment 268 on Agung-RP, emphasis by us)
• “geeky” (Comment 266 on Agung-RP)
In contrast, the picture of Chris, although also having glasses,
was interpreted very diferently. One participant described Chris as
a “typical Silicon Valley kind of guy” (Comment 400 on Chris-SC),
while another participant inferred, “My frst impression on [sic]
the persona was towards the negative. I saw it/him as someone
who was most likely a drug addict, college dropout and some few
criminal records [sic]” (Comment 397 on Chris-RC). Chris was also
described as looking like a “difcult person” (Comment 300 on ChrisRC). These are examples of the end users of the personas projecting
their own biases on the personas. We intentionally included Chris
to avoid the issue of the “stock photo” efect [68]. However, some
of the participants may have reacted negatively to Chris’s long hair
and facial expression. Additionally, a couple of participants were
disturbed by the lack of realism in the non-gendered pictures of
Chris:
• “No picture so straight away don’t think of them as very
‘human [sic].”’ (Comment 385 on Chris-GN)
• “A little mysterious, would have been better if there was a
profle picture. Their views seem generally normal and not
too outrageous.” (Comment 392 on Chris-GN)
Finally, one comment referred to the pictorial style:
• “Her profle picture was cartoon-like, so that made her a little
hard to relate to. She seemed interesting, although some of
her quotes didn’t make a lot of sense (without the context).”
(Comment 83 on Ashley-RC)
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Table 4: Evidence for the hypotheses. ✓= Fully Supported (bolded).
Hypothesis

Result

H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H1e
H2a

Picture realism increases the clarity of the persona.
Picture realism increases the completeness of the persona.
Picture realism increases the consistency of the persona.
Picture realism increases the credibility of the persona.
Picture realism increases the users’ empathy towards the persona.
Picture realism increases the intensity of the personality traits that users attribute to the personas.

H2b
H3

Picture realism increases the users’ confdence in assessing the persona’s personality.
Having some picture is better than no picture at all – that is, personas with pictures score higher on most
perceptions than personas without pictures.

Table 5: Efect sizes (ηp2 = partial eta-squared), darker color
indicates stronger efect. The efect sizes for persona perceptions tend to be medium or large, whereas those for confdence and personality ratings are small. This implies that
the picture type had a stronger efect on persona perceptions
than on the personality ratings.
Construct

ηp2

Interpretation

PPS
.039
MEDIUM
.087
MEDIUM
.047
SMALL
.23
LARGE
.16
LARGE
TIPI
Extraversion
.001
SMALL
Agreeableness
.027
SMALL
Conscientiousness
.011
SMALL
Emotional
.029
SMALL
Openness
.039
SMALL
CONFIDENCE
Confdence
.04
SMALL
NOTE: Thresholds used: small = .01; medium = .06; large = .14
[29]
Clarity
Completeness
Consistency
Credibility
Empathy

5.6

Summary of the Results

Table 4 summarizes the results. The full results of the General Linear Models with fxed factors (coded as dummies),
covariates, and standard errors are shown in the Supplementary Material (https://www.dropbox.com/s/gk9qpd1jvena9xp/
Supplementary%20Material_c.zip?dl=0.. Efect sizes are shown in
Table 5

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Theoretical Implications
Given that the oft-mentioned justifcation for personas is the generation of empathy [24, 63], the fact that less realistic images have
large efects on credibility and empathy seems a critical advantage

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
partially
supported
✓
not supported

of using realistic photographs. Also, the important perceptions of
clarity and completeness had medium-sized efects. Therefore, the
persona perceptions are more strongly afected by the type of picture than personality attribution. So, while a rupture from authentic
imagery does not necessarily remove the view of the persona as a
real person, it does substantially decrease the perceptions of clarity,
completeness, consistency, credibility, and empathy – concepts that
can be regarded as design goals for rounded personas [72].
Moreover, the small-to-medium efect sizes (see Table 5) for TIPI
scores indicate that, even though the increase in the perception
scores is statistically signifcant, in most cases, the efect is not large.
This implies that, although realistic photographs are benefcial,
users can attribute personality traits to personas with less realistic
pictures as well. One interpretation for this is, according to the
theory of the mind [8], the exercise of mental modeling that the
users carry out. A less realistic character can become a part of
“mental role-play,” where the requirement of realism is relaxed [38].
Users’ understanding of personas as fctitious characters [58] may
thus mitigate the efect of pictures on personality attribution.
Furthermore, the lack of support for H3 (pictures vs. nonpictures) is surprising and highlights the importance of high realism
– not just any picture improves the persona perceptions. When the
users are shown personas with less realistic pictures, they need
to infer the personality from the textual information, such as the
persona’s quotes and topics of interest. Therefore, it appears that
users can adjust to the lack of pictures to some degree, which implies that the i mage is a benefcial but not absolutely necessary
part of the persona profle. That being said, the perceptions the
users form about personas are stronger when including a more
realistic picture, applying to both the perceptions of personas and
the personality traits attributed to them. The fndings, thus, imply that even for domains (e.g., e-health [47]) in which the picture
tends to be considered as secondary information relative to “more
serious” persona attributes, considering the type of picture may be
worthwhile given its general impact on persona perceptions and
personality attribution.
The results also indicate that there is an “uncanny valley” efect
associated with the realism of persona pictures. Previously, Nieters
et al. [64] alluded to the possibility of persona pictures having an uncanny valley efect: “Some members of UXD team ... suggested that
developers would not possess empathy for very human-like fgures
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to the same extent they could possess with photos of humans” (p.
1820). However, Nieters et al. [64] did not test this efect in the study,
and, as such, our fndings provide evidence of uncanny valley in the
context of persona pictures. Somewhat related to the uncanny valley, our results also suggest that users might fnd realistic pictures
too informative. This is because the realistic pictures may have too
much room for (negative) stereotyping and unnecessary (random)
details. For example, one participant called Chris-RC a “drug addict,”
and the laptop of Agung-RP may have caused people to refer to
him as a “geek,” or it may be related to Asians being stereotyped as
nerdy in the US. With cartoons, it is easier to abstract away from
peripherals, backgrounds, and other information that may direct
the persona users’ attention to irrelevant details.
Interestingly, the open answers suggest that stereotyping seems
to be involved in both RP and HC. Perhaps this is because HC
still contains a clear element of race. Only w hen deducting all
signs that could be interpreted in a stereotypical way (i.e., beyond
SC), we did not fnd any stereotypical interpretations in the open
answers. This implies a trade-of between increasing realism and decreasing stereotypical thinking: designers can have one but perhaps
not the other. The key, we believe, is to strike a balance between
providing a persona character that people can relate to while limiting extraneous visual cues that can be interpreted in ways that do
not correspond with the persona’s “essence”. While fnding neutral
pictures of real people may cause the persona to be boring or bland,
using cartoon-style pictures may not have the same efect, as users
expect cartoon pictures to be less detailed than photorealistic pictures of real people [38]. For implementation, this may require the
use of photographic professionals to smooth out these extraneous
elements from persona images.

6.2

Design Considerations

Our results imply that diferent pictorial styles “maximize” diferent user perceptions. Particularly, using real pictures increases the
persona’s clarity, completeness, credibility, and empathy – perceptions that can be considered design goals [72]. Consistency, also a
design goal for personas [72], is maximized with HC. In general,
the diferences between RP and HC are the smallest. Therefore,
it appears safe to say that either RP or HC is a good choice for the
design of persona profles. RC appears to be “too realistic,” without
being a real photo (i.e., the uncanny valley efect), so RC may not
be a good implementation choice.
Ultimately, persona developers will have to determine when to
increase and decrease picture realism, based on their design objectives, for which we provide some guidelines for the HCI community.
When to increase picture realism: When persona developers
want to maximize the chances of a persona being perceived as
Credible, Clear, Complete, and Empathetic, they should opt for the use
of real pictures. In general, real pictures are a safe bet for persona
profle design.
When to decrease picture realism: At times, there may be
good reasons for decreasing picture realism during the design of
a persona. A developer may choose to reduce or eliminate human
features from a persona if the persona needs to appear more Consistent, in which case the human cartoon style is optimal. Persona
creators may also want to abstract away from information that may
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evoke stereotypical interpretations of the persona. With the use of
detailed pictures, the persona may be perceived as real but not in
the way that the developer intended it as the biases of end users
may be projected on the persona. Figure 9 illustrates the implementation of realistic pictures and cartoon-style pictures in diferent
persona systems.

6.3

Future Research Directions

Several interesting directions for future research exist.
First, in Nieters et al. [64], the design team poses an interesting
question: “Do persona pictures need to stand out or should they ft
with social norms to be accepted?” (paraphrased, p. 1819). We fnd
this a fascinating question and one that our present research did
not address. More research is needed on the social meanings that
users associate with realistic pictures and whether or not there
are other design techniques to control unforeseen consequences
besides abstraction.
Second, interestingly, our manual coding revealed that the frstimpression answers mentioning the picture or appearances of the
persona constituted a small fraction (less than 5%). So, even though
the efect of the picture was statistically signifcant for most perceptions, this is rarely mentioned when asked about. Therefore,
there is a discrepancy between what information participants report infuences their impression of the persona, and what the evidence suggests. We surmise that either the efect is not consciously
recognized by the users or not disclosed due to reasons of social
desirability (e.g., the participant not wanting to seem “superfcial”
by mentioning that appearances infuenced their judgment of the
persona) (cf. [30]).
Third, the “true” value of the persona picture could possibly be
teased out through behavioral data collection. For example, an eyetracking methodology could be deployed to test how the picture
types garner attention from the users – the expectation, based on
our results, is that users might focus on the picture to form their
frst impression of the persona, even though they would spend
more time interacting with other information [39].
Fourth, cultural aspects have been identifed as important antecedents in persona use and interpretation [19, 20, 59, 60]. Therefore, it would be interesting to inspect (a) how imagery with culturally loaded meanings is interpreted when varying the level of
picture realism, and (b) how the cultural origins of the persona
users afect their acceptance and perceptions of less and more realistic persona pictures. The participants in our study originated
from WEIRD countries (“Western, educated, industrialized, rich
and democratic”), but inspecting non-WEIRD cultures would be
worthwhile [19].
Fifth, previous research has identifed various templates/designs
for personas [62, 67]. It would be interesting to see if the template
(e.g., the screen-size ratio of text to pictures or the picture’s placement relative to other elements) afects the results.
Sixth, the application scenario may afect the interpretation and
requirement of realism. For example, entertainment and infotainment contexts [66] may be more compatible with cartoon style
personas than (more “serious”) business contexts (cf. [64]). Future
research should investigate the infuence of the specifc application
scenario on users’ requirements for the picture realism.
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Figure 9: (a) Example of a persona system using realistic pictures (https://persona.qcri.org). (b) Example of a persona system
using cartoon-like pictures (https://www.socialbakers.com).
Seventh, and fnally, in a study of avatar stylization, Ablanedo et
al. [1] suggest that designers consider the task for determining the
desired level of realism. In our case, the task was about evaluating
the persona’s personality, which may be considered a judgmental
task. That is, future research would do well by investigating tasks
that more explicitly require empathetic user understanding, as the
scores given to the personas might difer according to the type of
task.

7

CONCLUSION

One-hundred-and-forty-nine participants evaluated three personas
with diferent pictorial styles. High picture realism increased the
participants’ perceived clarity, completeness, consistency, credibility, and empathy for the persona. In addition, personas with more
realistic pictures were perceived as more agreeable, open, and emotionally stable, with an increased confdence in these personality
ratings. As the pictures became less realistic, the persona perceptions were afected negatively. The open answers suggested stereotypical labeling was more common with more realistic pictures.
Although the use of abstract images may help mask stereotypical
features in persona pictures, this comes at the cost of decreasing
the positive persona perceptions and personality traits that users
attribute to personas.
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